GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
ST & SC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

No. 12625 /SSD Bhubaneswar Dt. 21-03-2013.
Emp.- I (A)-55/2012

To
The All Departments of Governments/
All Heads of Departments/
All Collectors

Sub.: Clarification regarding the participation of reserved categories candidates against the "Un-Reserved" vacancies.

The undersigned is directed to invite a reference to the erstwhile Welfare Department Memo No.21671dt.23.07.1997 and No.8764 dt.15.03.1999 wherein it was clarified regarding the participation of reserved categories of candidates against Un-Reserved vacancies/ posts during initial appointment and in the event of promotion made on selection. It is well understood for implementation of said principle in case of initial recruitment, on the other hand, different authorities are implementing these circulars differently in promotion cases coming under section 10 and section 12 of the ORV Act.

After careful examination of the provisions contained u/s 10 and 12 of the ORV Act,1975, it is clarified that above referred circulars shall be applicable to initial recruitment.

Further, the said circulars shall be also applicable to promotion made as per the criteria mentioned u/s -12 of the Act, but not to promotion made as per the provision mentioned u/s 10 i.e from a grade to the higher grade within a particular service/ cadre.

It is, therefore, requested that the clarification may please be brought to the notice of all appointing authorities working under their Administrative control for information and necessary guidance.

Memo No. 12626 /SSD., dt. 21-03-2013.

Copy forwarded to all Deputy Directors (O/o RDC)/ PA., ITDAs/ all DWOs/ M.D., TDCC/ M.D.,OSFDC Ltd./ Director SCSTRTI/ Director ATLC/ all Officers/ Emp. Section (20 copies) for information and necessary action